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Abstract：The transverse momentum spectrum of K0
s and Λ in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is cal-

culated based on perturbative quantum chromodynamics. It is found that the initial parton production

processes are prominent and the contribution of photoproduction processes is evident at LHC energies.

By taking into account the photoproduction processes, the theoretical simulations could give nice de-

scriptions of experimental data. The numerical results indicate that the modification of photoproduction

processes of K0
s and Λ cannot be negligible in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
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1 Introduction

In relativistic heavy-ion collisions the strange par-

ticle production is an important tool to investigate

the properties of the hot and dense matter created in

the collision, since there is no net strangeness content

in the initially colliding nuclei
[1]
. In particular, neu-

tral strange particles such as K0
s and Λ are of great

interest because of their associated production and

the fact that they are not influenced by the Coulomb

interaction
[2]
.

The transverse momentum spectra of K0
s and Λ

have been measured in pp collisions at different energy

range by the RHIC-STAR collaboration at
√
s = 200

GeV and by the LHC-ALICE collaboration at
√
s =

2.76 TeV. These data call for theoretical efforts to over-

come the challenges presented by the high-energy of nu-

clear collision. Perturbative quantum chromodynam-

ics has proven to be successful in describing inclusive

hadron production in elementary collisions. This cal-

culation applies the factorization theorem to calculate

hadron production[3–4]. The partonic cross sections

are calculable in perturbative quantum chromodynam-

ics at high energy to leading order using Feynman

diagrams. The non-perturbative parton distribution

functions and fragmentation functions are obtained by

parameterizations of experimental data.

In this paper, we investigate the production of

high-pT K0
s and Λ induced by photoproduction pro-

cesses in pp collisions at
√
s=200 GeV and 2.76 TeV.

High-pT processes involve a large momentum transfer,

so the running coupling may be small enough to jus-

tify the use of perturbative techniques. The photo-

production processes play a fundamental role in the

ep deep inelastic scattering at Hadron Electron Ring

Accelerator(HERA)[5–6]. At high energies, the nu-

cleus or the charged partons can emit high-energy pho-

tons (and hadronlike photons) in relativistic nucleus-

nucleus collisions[7–8]. These photons can interact with

the parton of another incident nucleon, then the final

partons fragment into K0
s and Λ.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we

present the production of large-pT K0
s and Λ in pp

collisions. The direct and resolved photoproduction

processes are presented. In Sect. 3, the numerical re-

sults of K0
s and Λ with three different scale at

√
s = 200

GeV and 2.76 TeV are presented. Finally, a conclusion

is given in Sect. 4.

2 K0
s and Λ production

The high-pT K0
s and Λ can be produced by ini-

tial parton collisions, which are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Parton a of the incident nucleon A can interact with

the parton b of another incident nucleon B, then the

parton c(quark or gluon) produced by this interaction
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fragment into K0
s and Λ. The corresponding invari-

ant cross section(LO) is described in the perturbative

quantum chromodynamics parton model on the basis

of the factorization theorem as convolution
[9–11]

Eh
dσLO

d3ph
(A+B→h+X; s,pT)

=
1

π

∫
dxadxbfa/p(xa,Q

2)fb/p(xb,Q
2)×

dσ̂

dt̂
(ab→ cd; ŝ, t̂)

1

zc
Dh

c (zc, Q̂
2) , (1)

where dσ̂/dt̂ is the hard scattering cross section of

the subprocesses ab → cd. These subprocesses are

qq̄ → q′q̄′, qq′ → qq′, qq̄→ q′q̄′, qq→ qq, qq̄→ qq̄,

qg→ qg, qq̄→ gg, gg→ qq̄, gg→ gg.

Fig. 1 The initial parton production processes of
large-pT K0

s and Λ via the fragmentation of quark
or gluon. pa =PAxa, pb =PBxb, ph = pczc.

fa/p(xa,Q
2) and fb/p(xb,Q

2) are the parton dis-

tribution functions for the colliding partons a and

b carrying fractional momentum xa and xb in the

interacting protons, respectively
[12]

. The function

Dh
c (zc, Q̂2) gives the probability for parton c to frag-

ment into hadron h with momentum fraction zc at

scale Q̂[13–14]. We use LO parton distribution func-

tions from MSTW 2008
[12]

and a NLO set of fragmen-

tation functions
[14]

.

For pp collisions, the whole proton is a source of

photons
[15]

. In these semielastic direct photoproduc-

tion processes, the high energy photon from the proton

A can interact with the parton from proton B by the

interaction of γq→γq, γq→qg, γg→qq̄, γg→gg(Fig. 2).

The invariant cross section for semielastic direct pho-

toproduction processes(semi.dir.) in pp collisions can

be written as

Eh
dσsemi.dir.

d3ph
(A+B→h+X; s,pT)

=
1

π

∫
dxadxbfγ/p(xa)fb/p(xb,Q

2)×

dσ̂

dt̂
(ab→ cd; ŝ, t̂)

1

zc
Dh

c (zc, Q̂
2) , (2)

where fγ/p(xa) is the photon spectrum function from

the charged proton, it can be obtained from the

Weizsacker-Williams approximation
[16–18]

.

fγ/p(xa)=
α

2π(xa)
[1+(1−xa)

2]×[
lnA− 11

6
+

3

A
− 3

2A2
+

1

3A3

]
, (3)

where A = 1+(0.71/Q2
min). At high energies Q2

min is

given by m2
px

2
a/(1−xa).

Fig. 2 The semielastic direct photoproduction processes
of large-pT K0

s and Λ. pa = PAxa, pb = PBxb,
ph = pczc.

In ultrarelativistic condition, a hadron can also

be regarded as a beam of freely moving elemen-

tary constituents, which is same as the quark-parton

model[19–20]. Therefore, the ultrarelativistic fermion

also can emit photons, then the high energy photon

interacts with the parton b of another incident pro-

ton B by the interaction of γq→γq, γq→qg, γg→qq̄,

γg→gg(Fig. 3). The invariant cross section for inelas-

tic direct photoproduction processes(inel.dir.) can be

written as

Eh
dσinel.dir.

d3ph
(A+B→ h+X; s,pT)

=
1

π

∫
dxadxbdzafa/p(xa,Q

2)fb/p(xb,Q
2)×

fγ/qa(za)
dσ̂

dt̂
(a′b→ cd; ŝ, t̂)

1

zc
Dh

c (zc, Q̂
2) , (4)

where fγ/qa
(za) is the photon spectrum from the quark

of the incident nucleon in relativistic hadron-hadron

collisions. The probability of finding a photon in an

ultrarelativistic fermion f is given by
[19, 21]

fγ/f(x)=
α

π
Q2

{
1+(1−x)2

x

(
ln

E

m
− 1

2

)
+

x

2

[
ln(

2

x
−2)+1

]
+

(2−x)2

2x
ln

(
2−2x

2−x

)}
, (5)

where x is the photon’s momentum fraction, Q, m, E

and are the charge, mass
[22]

, and energy of the parton,

respectively.
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Fig. 3 The inelastic direct photoproduction processes
of large-pT K0

s and Λ. pa = PAxa, pb = PBxb,
pa′ = paza, ph = pczc.

Besides, the uncertainty principle allows the high

energy photon for a short time to fluctuate into a

quark-antiquark pair which then interacts with the

partons of the proton(Fig. 4). In such interactions

the resolved photon can be regarded as an extended

object consisting of quarks and also gluons. The in-

teractions are the so-called resolved photoproduction

processes
[23]

. The invariant cross section for inelastic

resolved photoproduction processes(inel.res.) can be

written as

Eh
dσinel.res.

d3ph
(A+B→h+X; s,pT)

=
1

π

∫
dxadxbdzadza′fa/p(xa,Q

2)fb/p(xb,Q
2)fγ/qa

×

(za)fqa′′/γ(za′ ,Q2)
dσ̂

dt̂
(a′′b→ cd; ŝ, t̂)

1

zc
Dh

c (zc, Q̂
2) ,

(6)

where fqa′′/γ
(za′ , Q2) is the parton distribution of the

resolved photon
[24]

. The elementary cross sections are

similar to the cases of the initial parton processes.

Fig. 4 The inelastic resolved photoproduction pro-
cesses of large-pT K0

s and Λ. pa = PAxa,
pb =PBxb, pa′ = paza, pa′′ = pa′za′ , ph = pczc.

3 Numerical results and discussions

The choice of the factorization scale Q((pT/3) <

Q 6 2pT) will influence the cross section
[25]

. In this

paper, we choose the momentum scales as Q= pT and

Q̂ = Q/zc. The total contribution is shown with the

uncertainty band from the different choice of the fac-

torization scale (Q= pT/2 and 2pT ). To compare with

experimental results we need treat the production rate

by scaling the results for proton proton collisions in the

form (1/2πpT)(d
2N/dpTdy)= (1/σtotal)E(dσ/d3p). y

is the rapidity of the produced hadron. σtotal =30 mb

is the measured non-singly diffractive cross section
[26]

.

The numerical results of our calculation for K0
s and

Λ production in relativistic heavy ion collisions at√
s=200 GeV and 2.76 TeV are plotted in Figs. 5∼ 8.

For better visibility, the initial parton hard scattering

spectrum is multiplied by 0.5 at
√
s=200 GeV.

In Figs. 5 and 6, we present the transverse mo-

mentum distribution of K0
s and Λ in pp collisions at

Fig. 5 The transverse momentum spectrum of K0
s for

y=0 in pp collisions at
√
s=200 GeV.

The dashed line is for the initial parton hard scattering

processes(LO), the dotted line is for the photoproduction

processes(semi.dir.+inel.dir.+inel.res.), the solid line is

for the total contribution, the band is the uncertainty

from the different choice of the factorization scale. The

data(filled circles) are taken from STAR[27].

Fig. 6 The transverse momentum spectrum of Λ for y=0
in pp collisions at

√
s=200 GeV.

The dashed line is for the initial parton hard scattering

processes(LO), the dotted line is for the photoproduction

processes(semi.dir.+inel.dir.+inel.res.), the solid line is

for the total contribution, the band is the uncertainty

from the different choice of the factorization scale. The

data(filled circles) are taken from STAR[27].
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√
s = 200 GeV. Also, we compare the results of our

calculation to the existing data. The experimental re-

sults are taken from Ref. [27]. We can see that, when

Q = pT, there is fine coincidence between the trans-

verse momentum distribution and the experimental

data. When Q= pT/2, the transverse momentum dis-

tribution is larger than the experimental data. When

Q = 2pT, the transverse momentum distribution is

smaller than the experimental data.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we present the transverse mo-

mentum distribution of K0
s and Λ in pp collisions at√

s = 2.76 TeV. The data are taken from ALICE[28].

Similar trend could be seen at the RHIC energy and

LHC energy. However, the contribution of photopro-

Fig. 7 The transverse momentum spectrum of K0
s for

y=0 in pp collisions at
√
s=2.76 TeV.

The dashed line is for the initial parton hard scattering

processes(LO), the dotted line is for the photoproduction

processes(semi.dir.+inel.dir.+inel.res.), the solid line is

for the total contribution, the band is the uncertainty

from the different choice of the factorization scale. The

data(filled circles) are taken from ALICE[28].

Fig. 8 The transverse momentum spectrum of Λ for y=0
in pp collisions at

√
s=2.76 TeV.

The dashed line is for the initial parton hard scattering

processes(LO), the dotted line is for the photoproduction

processes(semi.dir.+inel.dir.+inel.res.), the solid line is

for the total contribution, the band is the uncertainty

from the different choice of the factorization scale. The

data(filled circles) are taken from ALICE[28].

duction processes is different. At high energies,

the proton equivalent photon spectrum obtained

from Weizsacker-Williams approximation is fγ/p ∝
ln(s/m2

p), where mp is the proton mass. For the

resolved photoproduction processes, the equivalent

photon spectrum for the charged parton is fγ/q ∝
ln(E/mq) = ln(

√
s/2mq) + ln(x), where mq is the

charged parton mass. Hence the photon spectrum be-

comes prominent at higher energies. Since the collision

energy at LHC is larger than that energy at RHIC,

the photon spectrum becomes important at LHC en-

ergies. Therefore the contribution of photoproduction

processes is evident at LHC. Indeed, the contribution

of photoproduction processes at LHC is larger than

RHIC.

4 Conclusions

We investigate the production of large-pT K0
s and

Λ production in relativistic pp collisions by initial par-

ton production processes and photoproduction pro-

cesses. There are two kinds of photoproduction pro-

cesses which should be considered. For the direct pho-

toproduction process, the high energy photons, emit-

ted from the whole proton or quarks inside the proton,

interact with partons in the target proton directly. For

the resolved photoproduction process, the high energy

photon interacts with the partons in the target proton

like a hadron. It is shown that with the increase of

energy the contribution of photoproduction processes

becomes important. Indeed, the photoproduction pro-

cesses have contributed to over 10% of the total K0
s

and Λ production at
√
s=2.76 TeV. With the consid-

eration of photoproduction processes, the factorization

theorem with scale Q= pT could give nice descriptions

of K0
s and Λ transverse momentum spectrum. The

numerical results indicate that the photoproduction

processes can improve the perturbative quantum chro-

modynamics calculations.
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极端相对论能量的质子质子碰撞中的K0
s 和Λ产生

蔡燕兵，李云德

(云南大学物理系，云南 昆明 650091 )

摘要: 基于微扰量子色动力学计算了相对论重离子碰撞中的K0
s 和Λ的横向动量谱。发现初态部分子产生过程是主

要的，光生过程的贡献在LHC能量是明显的。通过考虑光生过程，理论计算能够较好描述实验数据。数值计算结

果表明，在相对论重离子碰撞中光生过程对K0
s 和Λ的修正是不可忽略的。

关键词: 光生过程；奇异性；重离子碰撞
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